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Groundwater storages are usually inaccessible and therefore their surveillance can become complicated. As a complement to traditional methods, seismic

noise analysis was suggested to monitor ground water storage[1]. In the following we present a machine learning based method, the Random Forest

Algorithm [2], used in our case to detect similarities within seismic signals in order to find signals corresponding to flooding, and in a next step predict the

underground river water level. This method shows promising outcomes for this kind of applications due to the strong signature of the water level on the noise.

1- Introduction

2- Site and Instrumentation

Underground Conduit

3- Method : Random Forest Algorithm
The method consists in the calculation of 60 attributes for the chosen dataset of

seismic signals that are then used in the training for the computation of decision trees
[4]. For the Classification algorithm, the training is done by assigning attributes a case
(flood or non flood), for the Regression algorithm, the attributes are assigned to the
corresponding water level. The objective is to only use seismic signal in order to detect
floods and predict the underground river water level.

For 500 events in the training :
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4.1- Results: Classification

Relevant attributes:   -FmaxFFT: Frequency at Max(FFT)
-RatioEnvSpecMaxMedian: Ratio Max DFT(t)/ Median DFT(t)
-NbrPeakMedian: Nbr peaks Median DFTs(t) 5- Conclusion
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• The Random Forest classifier is used because it is a non demanding method
with high performance when compared with other machine learning
techniques. The algorithm is able to even detect the smallest floods with high
accuracy using seismic signals from the station located in depth.

• For the Random Forest Regressor, the algorithm was able to reproduce the
hydrological signal with precision while training on the same flood, further
trials should be done in order to try to predict the underground river water
level while training on attributes calculated during a flood and testing on
another flood.
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The studied site is the Fourbanne karstic aquifer, located in the Jura
mountains and monitored since 2014[3]. The underground conduit is
accessible through a drilled well and is instrumented by two 3C
seismometer (at the surface and 20 m depth) and a hydrological probe
giving the underground river water level.
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4.2- Results: Regression

Flood testFlood trainNon Flood train Non Flood test

• Objective: Detect seismic signals corresponding to flooding.
• Settings: -Event= Set of 60 attributes calculated for a 5 minutes signal.

-Number of events for the testing sets : 2879 (five-days signal sampled each
five minutes with 50% overlap)

-These images are the results obtained using signals from the station in depth.
• Flood/Non Flood period selection:

• Results:

Station in depth: Flood detection achieved for all floods
Station at the surface: Flood detection achieved for large
floods only.

• Short term objective: Reproduce the water level during a flood using
attributes calculated from the seismic noise, while training on a subset
from this same flood.
Long term objective: Predict water level for floods different than the

training set.
• Settings: Number of events in total: 2880

Number of events for training: 1000 (from the same flood)
• Results:

Water level accurately reproduced while training the
algorithm on a subset from the same flood.
Water level prediction for other floods not achieved.

Attribute importance for 100 iterations


